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2.2. WEP decryption

The receiver of WEP frame can be the initial

value IV and the cipher text C to separate the

initial value IV and pre-shared secret key

sequence generated by K and then decrypt the

message.

The recipient will generate the key sequence

RC4 (IV,K ) to enter of pre-shared secret key

K, and received a 40-bit WEP removed from the

frame of the initial value of 24-bit IV to RC4.

Exclusive OR key sequence cipher is a result of

the plain text P. The cipher text C is decrypted as

follows.

    ⊕   ⊕  

 

The recipient decode plain text P is separate

from the integrity check value ICV of the message

is created ICV' by entering CRC algorithm. And

generated ICV' and ICV values ??are compared to

verify the integrity of the received message. If the

value is equal to just recognize the transmitted

messages and error messages is considered to be

wrong.

2.3. The vulnerability and the improvement

of WEP

The security protocol of wireless LAN WEP has

been pointed out that several vulnerabilities. This

is the small size of WEP's initial value and reuse

is concerned, the message authentication function

only possible CRC error checking is not just the

integrity check value ICV generated are used to

generate and is an issue [3] [4].

2.3.1.Provide vulnerable confidentiality

WEP as if the initial value IV and secret key

sequence if K is a re-erase phenomenon occurs,

and the base cipher plaintext attack alone is

vulnerable to attack. Corresponding to the initial

value IV in advance if you save all the key

sequences of arbitrary ciphertext obtained by

looking at the IV to decrypt it in real time, plain

difficult to provide a secure confidentiality.

Remedies 1. Cipher is used when generating

the initial value of each other. It can generate each

other key sequence scavenging phenomenon does

not occur.

Remedies 2. Initial values ??must be at least

128 bits in size. If you have the size of 128 bits or

more likely to use the same initial value of 1/ so

it is safe.

2.3.2.Provides weak message authentication

WEP are used a message authentication scheme

using 32-bit CRC checksum. However, the CRC

can occur during transmission only for random

error, a malicious attacker's message does not

have adequate insurance against tampering.

Remedies 3. Prevention of tampering with a

message for message authentication, the MAC

should be used. However, MAC is used for key

cipher keys are not identical.

Remedies 4. The initial value must not be

reused, the message must be authenticated using

the private key should be used to generate the

MAC. In other words, the message authentication

values must enter confidential information.

2.3.3.weak user authentication

Any attacker pair of plain text and corresponding

cipher text are known, if it is illegal can be

authenticated.
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EK1
(IV )∥ C ∥ MAC

3.4. Decription

① AP (Access Point) to remove the from the

ciphertext C to verify the integrity. If an

error occurs in the MAC values , the AP

error message without a code decoding is

transmitted to the wireless terminal.

② AP by the ECB mode to decrypt the initial

value IV.

③ AP and the initial value of the secret key to

decrypt the ciphertext. However, CBC mode,

the order must be encrypted should be

decrypted.

3.5. Co-Authentication

AP and wireless terminals [Fig 4], such as

encryption, self-selected by a random number

of random attempts to pass each other by

how to respond to the recipient and sender

authentication.

AP
Wireless

Terminal

r 1

A 1=EK(r 1 )

DK(B 2 )== r 1⊕B 1

r 1⊕B 1⊕B 1= r 1'

r 1'
?
=

r 1( r e c e i v e r

certification)
DK(B 1 )= r 2

E K ( r 1 ⊕ r 2 )

A 2= EK ( r 1 ⊕ r 2 )

A 1

B 1, B 2

A 2

DK(A 1 )= r 1

r 2

B 1=EK(r 2 )

B 2=EK(r 1⊕B 1)

D K(A 2)=r 1⊕r 2

r 1⊕r 2⊕r 1= r 2'

r 2'
?
=

r 2 (sender

certification)

[Fig. 4] Co-Authentication protocol

4. The proposed wireless security

protocol analysis

4.1. Provide confidentiality

The initial value of the proposed generation

system created by the initial value IV is likely to

be reused 1/2128. Also, the proposed model using a

block cipher in ECB mode with an initial value IV

is transmitted using encryption. The initial value

of the secret key to encrypt an attacker to obtain

or use the census to estimate the initial value IV,

the initial value is 128 bits in size at census

1/2128 probability can be calculated. It is impossibl

e to calculate the gain.

4.2. Provide integrity

In the proposed model to provide message integr

ity and origin authentication, CBC-MAC was used

to. The initial value IV that is used each time

replaced, used to encrypt the secret key and the

other using a secret key to generate MAC values??.

Therefore, the message is safe from further attacks,

especially attacks optional plaintext message is

encrypted to be secure and how to create MAC

adopted.

4.3. Co-Authentication

In the proposed scheme the sender and receiver

use a block cipher method using a challenge-respo

nse authentication method to be performed. In

addition to the three-way communication allows

two-way authentication is not certified.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to provide security

features in WLAN WEP have to analyze the

vulnerability of this proposed improvement. The
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proposed improvement is based on the initial value

creation system and WLAN security model by

using a block cipher is proposed.

The initial value of the proposed generation

system using an 8-bit feedback register, and each

may generate different initial values ??can be

prevented from reusing the initial value.

In addition, WLAN security model by using the

proposed block cipher secure the confidentiality and

integrity, and can provide mutual authentication.

You pointed out the existing WEP is vulnerable to

various alternative models have been proposed, but

still offer the safety system has not been proven.

In this paper, two decades of proven safety of the

block cipher used in CBC mode-based security

model is presented.
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